
SHAPE HUNT 
Look for different  
shapes at home .  
Draw them in your book. 

 

COOKING 

Help with the cooking and  
look at the different  
measurements –  
cup, teaspoon, tablespoon.  
 
Can you draw them in your book? 

TIME 

Draw pictures of 3 different things you did 
today.  
1 for the morning 
1 for lunch time 
1 at night time.  

DATA COLLECTION 

 Count how many cars drive past your 
house in 10 minutes.  Can you write this 

number in your book each day? 
 

 

SHARING 

Share food equally with  
another family member  

such as fruit, cake,  
and cookies.  

 

LOCATION 

Get your parents to put an object in differ-
ent places, and you describe where the 
object is using your location language such 
as: 
Next to, beside, above, below, under, on 
top of, in between. 

FAMILY CARD GAMES 

  

 
 

 
Play SNAP looking at pairs and doubles 
Play UNO, matching colours. 
 

MONEY / COUNTING 

 
 

Play some family board games involving 
dice and/or money such as Snakes and Lad-
ders or Monopoly. 

MATHS SEEDS 

Log onto your Reading Eggs account, and 
click onto the Maths Seeds tab for some 
fun maths activities.  

 



SHAPE HUNT 
Look for different  
shapes at home  
both 2D and 3D.  
Draw them  
into your book, can you  
write their names? 

 

COOKING 

Help with the cooking and  
look at the different  
measurements –  Eg. 
cup, teaspoon, tablespoon 
Which is the biggest? 
Which is the smallest? 
Can you draw them in your book? 

Mathletics 

Log onto your Mathletics page using the 
Mathletics login in details 

DATA COLLECTION 

 Count how many cars drive past your 
house in 30 minutes (get mum or dad to 
set a timer).  List how many of each col-
our in your book: 

White, Red, Black,  

Blue, Other 
 

 

SHARING 

Share food equally with  
two or more family  
members such as fruit,  
cake and cookies.  
Can you break them in half? 
Can you make the pieces a ‘fair share’, are 
they equal sizes?  

LOCATION 

Hide a ‘treasure’ in your house. Give a 
member of your family verbal directions, 
leading them to the treasure.  

FAMILY CARD GAMES 

  

 
 

Play SNAP or GO FISH looking at pairs 
and doubles 
Play Uno looking at matching numbers, 
adding 2 or 4 when you draw 2 or 4.  
 

MONEY / COUNTING 

 
 
Play some family board games involving 
dice and/or money such as Monopoly or 
The Game of Life.  

MATHS SEEDS 

Log onto your Reading Eggs account, and 
click onto the Maths Seeds tab for some 
fun maths activities.  



SHAPE HUNT 
Look for different  
shapes at home, both 
2D and 3D and  
describe their features:  
Number of faces, corners and edges. 
Draw and label these in your book. 

 

COOKING 

Help with the cooking and  
look at the different  
measurements – Eg. 
cup, teaspoon, tablespoon 
1/2 cup, 1/4 cup— 
Which cup holds more? Which cup holds less? 

Mathletics 

Log onto your Mathletics page using the 
Mathletics login in details 

DATA COLLECTION 

Count how many cars drive past your house in 
30 minutes (get mum or dad to set a timer).  
List how many of each colour in your book: 
White, Red, Black, Blue, Other 

Create a graph of your  

results . 

SHARING / FRACTIONS 

Share food equally with  
two or more family  

members such as fruit,  
cake and cookies. 

 
Can you break shapes in half, quarters and 

eighths?  

LOCATION 

Draw a picture of your room with all your be-
longings in it.  
Write sentences about the locations of your 
items. EG.  
The bed is beside the window.  
The light is on the desk.  
The clothes are inside the draw.  
The toys are under the bed.  

FAMILY CARD GAMES 

  
 

 

 

Play any card games involving numbers. 

MONEY / COUNTING 

 
 
Play some family board games involving dice 
and/or money such as Monopoly or The Game 
of Life.  

TIME 

Write out the list of months in the year.  
Name and describe an event that happens in 
each month.  



SHAPE CITY 
If you have blocks or Lego, build a shape city.  
Have you made any symmetry? 
Can you create any symmetry? 
If you don’t have blocks, can you draw a 
shape city? 

 

COOKING 

Help with the cooking and  
look at the different  
Measurement tools such as: 
1/2 cup, 1/4 cup, 1/3 cup 
Can you order these measuring tools in order 
from holds most to holds least? 
 
Record these in your books.  

TIME 

Make a timetable of your week 
marking each day of the 
Week.  
Record what time you eat breakfast, morning tea and 
lunch. 
Record the times you completed your work activities 
each day. Record the times you did any other activi-
ties. Make sure you record your times to the exact 
minute. 

DATA COLLECTION 

 Count how many cars drive past your house 
in 30 minutes (get mum or dad to set a tim-
er).  List how many of each colour in your 
book: White, Red, Black, Blue, Other 

Create a graph of your  

results . 
 

 

SHARING / FRACTIONS 
Share food equally with 
family members, such as 
fruit, cakes or cookies. 
 
Can you share your collection or whole piece into 
halves, quarters, thirds, fifths. Draw a represen-
tation of this in your books.  

LOCATION 

Draw a treasure map  
of the house and ask  
a family member to  
follow it to the treasure. 
Use a letter to number 
grid coordinate system 

FAMILY CARD GAMES 

  

 

 

Play any card games involving numbers. 

MONEY / COUNTING 

 
 

Play some family board games involving dice 
and/or money such as The Game of Life or  Mo-
nopoly, counting change from each property pur-
chase. 
 

Mathletics 

Log onto your Mathletics page using the 
Mathletics login in details. 
 



SHAPE CITY 
Look for different 3D shapes at home. Draw 
them into your book. Write which 2D shapes 

make up 1 or more of their faces.  

 

COOKING 

Help with the cooking and look  
at the different measurements –  
cup, teaspoon, tablespoon 
2 1/2 cups (how many halves, how many  
quarters) 
Weigh ingredients using scales. Order  
ingredients according to their weights. 

TIME 

Make a list of the activities you  
did today.  
Write down the times you  
started them and the times  
you finished them.  
 
Make sure you use am and pm notation.  

 MEASUREMENT 

Draw pictures of shapes into your books.  

Estimate the length, area and perimeter of 
these shapes.  

If you have a ruler, check your estimates.  
 

 

SHARING / FRACTIONS 
Share food equally with 
family members, such as 
fruit, cakes or cookies. 
Write these into your books. 
Describe the collections as halves, quarters, 
thirds. Can you make the same collections with 
different items? 

LOCATION 

Draw a treasure map  
of the house and ask  
a family member to  
follow it to the treasure 
Use a letter to number 
grid coordinate system 
And give your map key features such as a scale, 
legend and directions. 

FAMILY CARD GAMES 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Play any card games involving numbers. 

MONEY  
Ask mum and/or dad for the receipts from any 
purchases each day.  

Calculate the change that  

would be required from a  

note. Eg $20, $50 and $100 notes.  

Mathletics 

Log onto your Mathletics page using the 
Mathletics login in details. 
 
 



DESIGN A PLAYGROUND 
Design and draw a playground 
into your book. Estimate and label the an-
gles as being less than, equal to or greater 
than a right angle.  

 

COOKING 

Create a menu for an 
imaginary restaurant. 
Cook a menu item for the  
Family, use  
accurate formal  
measurements. e.g. grams, litres,  
millilitres, tablespoons etc.  

TIME 

Make a timetable of your week 
marking each day of the 
week.  
Record what time you eat breakfast, morning tea 
and lunch. Record the times you completed your 
work activities each day. Record the times you did 
any other activities. Make sure you record your 
times to the exact minute, using 12 hour and 24 
hour times.  

HOW HEAVY IS IT? 

Use a bathroom scale to measure how heavy 
you are.  
Pick up a household item (e.g. Your pillow, a 
mixing bowl, a tub of lour) and now stand on 
the scales. How heavy are you now? 
Subtract your weight from the new 
weight...how heavy was the item in your 
hands? 

SHARING 
Share food equally with 

family members, such as 
fruit, cakes or cookies. 

describe the collections 
halves, quarters, thirds, 

fifths or eighths.  
Convert fractions to decimals 

LOCATION 

Draw a treasure map  
of the house and ask  
a family member to  
follow it to the treasure 
Use a letter to number 
grid coordinate system 
Give your map key features such as a scale, 
legend and directions. 

FAMILY CARD GAMES 

Play some of the following card games: 
Speeding  
Salute!  
Phase 10 
Skip Bo 
Solitaire 

MONEY  
Ask mum and/or dad for the receipts from any 
purchases each day.  

Calculate the change that  

would be required from a  

note. e.g. $20, $50 and $100 notes 

Mathletics 

Log onto your Mathletics page using the 
Mathletics login in details. 



DESIGN A PLAYGROUND 
Design and draw a playground 
into your book. Estimate and label the angles 
formed between 2 straight lines.  

COOKING 

Find a recipe either in cookbooks at home, or 
using the internet.  
Write a list of ingredients  
and their weights.  
Convert the weights from  
grams to kilograms.  

TIME 

Make a list of the activities you  
did today.  
Write down the times you  
started them and the times  
you finished them.  
 
Calculate the ‘elapsed time’ - that is the time 
taken to complete the task.  

 MONEY 
You have a budget of $50.  
Use an online shopping site to get  
prices for all of the ingredients you  
require and create a 3 course meal  
for your family. 
Make sure you stay within your budget! 
Record the items you would need to buy and their 
costs, plus your calculations.  

 

SHARING 
Share food equally with 

family members, such as 
fruit, cakes or cookies. 

describe the collections 
halves, quarters, thirds, 

fifths or eighths.  
Can you add the fractions? 

LOCATION 

Draw a treasure map  
of the house. Use a  
letter to number 
grid coordinate system.  
Use the grid coordinate system to describe the 
locations of objects on your map. Can you write 
a quiz for your family members?   

FAMILY CARD GAMES 

Play some card games: e.g. 
Speeding  
Salute!  
Phase 10 
Skip Bo 
Solitaire 

SALE! SALE! SALE! 

Ask mum and/or dad for the receipts they 
have received this week.  

Calculate the savings on each one if there 
was a sale— 

10% sale 
25% sale 
50% sale 

 

Mathletics 

Log onto your Mathletics page using the 
Mathletics login in details. 
 


